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Here is a strange combination!

Two vital frontiers are introduced in this issue. One is the simple, powerful idea of a global network of mission agencies. The other is the out-of-left-field idea that missions ought to found or foster university structures.

For one thing, if universities (41 already) are an important part of the mission scene (not many mission leaders believe this, of course), global collaboration is a highly relevant idea.

Further, if the university pattern is what has caught on and conceivably has more to offer in the long haul than seminaries or Bible institutes mission agencies need to talk about it.

But in any event both subjects are valid frontiers. They fit the definition IJFM has tentatively adopted as you can see on page 36, that is, distant and disputable, etc.

For me, personally, they are neither distant nor disputable.

I have lived with the concept here termed “The Third Call” for many years as it has drifted in and out of focus and has had near misses. It may at first seem that I am “against” meetings of church leaders, even when they meet to discuss missions.

That is not at all true. I just am a hold-out for the right and the duty and the rationale for specifically mission agency leaders getting together without a howl of protest from those many other marvelous Christian leaders who are not invited.

The structure of this issue is first to focus on the proposed global network (which is done magnificently by Patrick Johnstone’s concluding plea).

1. We begin with the astounding Moody-Pierson “Appeal to Disciples Everywhere,” which might have no other parallel in Christian history in terms of powerful and public announcement and assumed backing.

Yet it largely failed, I believe, because it was issued by the wrong people in the wrong context to the wrong types of Christian structures. It
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This Year’s Theme: Missions at the Edge of the Edge

Why is all this relevant today? Because a Third Call is being proposed right now.

Ralph D. Winter
Editor

Editor’s Note: As before, the articles in this issue are presented in the form they were received. They have not received extensive editorial effort.
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